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DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY
NOTE: WE STRONGLY SUGGEST THE READER TO GO 
THROUGH THE SECTION TITLED “DISCLAIMER OF LIA-
BILITY” COMPLETELY BEFORE PROCEEDING TO READ 
THE OTHER CONTENTS OF THIS WHITEPAPER ISSUED 
BY JUNGLE BOOK CRYPTO. 

Any kind of information, predictions, assumptions, and 
statistics represented in this whitepaper is completely 
for GENERAL PURPOSES. It is advised that the 
information accommodated in this whitepaper cannot 
be understood as a financial, legal, or advisory council. 
This whitepaper does not lead to an INVITATION TO 
INVEST and does not organize or promote any type of 
contractual obligation. If you come across any queries 
or doubts, we recommend that you seek assistance 
from an attorney, accountant, or any deemed fiduciary 
of your choice. Any reference to external resources 
or third-party material in the whitepaper is provided 
for representational purposes only and cannot be 
understood as any form of approval or endorsement of 
their information or estimations.
By reading this whitepaper, you agree to absolve 
JUNGLE BOOK CRYPTO from any responsibility for any 
damages arising directly or indirectly for relying on any 
information provided in this document. Regarding more 
queries about legislation and regulations concerning 
cryptocurrency, we highly recommend that you seek 
counsel from qualified professionals and your attorney, 
accountant, or trusted fiduciary.
When drafting this whitepaper, utmost care and 
diligence were exercised to ensure the integrity of the 
facts and statements mentioned in the document. 
However, JUNGLE BOOK CRYPTO does not guarantee 
the complete accuracy or legal relevancy of the 
information presented in this whitepaper.
By reviewing and seeking information about JUNGLE 
BOOK CRYPTO, the reviewer confesses that they have 
read, understood, agreed, and embraced all the terms 
and conditions mentioned in the section labeled 
“DISCLAIMER.”



According to DeFi Pulse, the total value locked as of 
September 2021 is nearly $99.16 billion. This massive 
number shows the serious adoption of decentralization 
all over the globe. Being backed by robust blockchain 
technology, it proffers the participants in the ecosystem 
with brand-new concepts that are secure, transparent, 
and immutable. Cryptocurrencies are one-of-a-kind 
digital assets that join this trend. In recent years, it is 
evident that cryptocurrencies are becoming mainstream, 
and the use-cases have also been raised to unimaginable 
levels. Subsequently, this led to the growth of blockchain 
commerce. And today, according to Coinmarketcap, the 
total market capitalization of cryptocurrencies is about 
$2.27 Trillion. 
This is a clear signal that the future will be decentralized. 
Among a plethora of DeFi services available, the 
contribution of exchanges is colossal. However, 
when talking about exchanges, both centralized and 
decentralized exchanges come into play. The non-
custodial services offered by the decentralized exchanges 
gain an edge over the latter. The progression of these 
exchanges is immense due to their security, transparency, 
and ability to eradicate middlemen in the process. 
The advent of smart contracts has brought a paradigm 
shift that eliminates the need for third parties in an 
operation. Thus the audience in the ecosystem has 
commenced witnessing the mightiness of smart 
contracts of varying quality that are made of unique 
configuration processes. This led the dApps to utilize the 
comprehensive potential of decentralized technology. 
Jungle Book Crypto is an open protocol for decentralized 
exchange on the Binance Smart Chain network. It allows 
the users to purchase, sell, trade, stake, and exchange 
crypto assets. Being a peer-to-peer exchange protocol, it 
eliminates the need for intermediaries in operation and 
provides a space for users to handle their funds on their 
own. The orders will be executed on-chain by the best 
use of smart contracts, and it ensures the highest level of 
security for the participant’s capital. 



JAn Introduction
Jungle Book Crypto is a peer-to-
peer, decentralized exchange protocol that 
works with the objective of providing the 
custody of funds to each individual user 
of the platform. Being a protocol created 
by the community, for the community, it 
bestows a seamless and frictionless crypto 
trading experience for the users. It enables 
participants of the ecosystem to provide 
liquidity and conceive a market for others 
to exchange their native tokens. For every 
swap, the swappers will pay a small fee, 
while the liquidity providers will earn a 
reward for their deposits. 
Our protocol offers a hassle-free wallet-
to-wallet experience, thereby providing 
users ease of access to a plethora of crypto 
assets. The non-custodial ownership of 
the underlying assets and minimal fee to 
permit users to exchange assets gives the 
platform an upper hand. Instant trading can 
be facilitated by connecting the wallet with 
the platform. 
JBC is the indigenous coin of the platform. It 
is a BEP-20 standard token built on the robust 
Binance Smart Chain network. The use of this 
network ensures high-speed transactions 
at an affordable price. The platform offers 
an assorted range of decentralized services 
that are convenient, secure, and reliable. It is 
committed to eliminating high costs, delays, 
and volatility associated with the current 
infrastructure. 



Mission

Vision

Jungle Book Crypto
Ecosystem

Jungle Book Crypto has a radical mis-
sion to make decentralized finance hold 
the key that will empower people world-
wide. Our mission is,
 

• To provide a Binance-backed ecosystem for 
wallet-to-wallet trading and swap for the users 
in the crypto sphere. 

• To establish a thriving decentralized exchange, 
and provide a seamless trading experience for 
the crypto admirers. 

• To provide you with an all-in application,“JBC 
HUB”, at your fingertips; offering you all the 
crypto tools that you need to survive the jungle. 

The vision of Jungle Book Crypto is, 
 

• To make our decentralized exchange one of the 
prominent exchanges  In the world.

• To offer a platform that is reliable, conducive, ro-
bust, and enriching. 

• To deliver the comprehensive utility benefits of 
decentralized financial services to the end-users. 

Our Use-Cases:
The various use-cases of JBC are as follows. 

• NFT Marketplaces
• Decentralized Exchange 
• Multicurrency Wallet
• Base Camp plus many more.



NFT Marketplace
Being a reputable blockchain-based entity, Jungle Book Crypto leverages the concept 
of NFTs by building its own NFT marketplace. It allows the users to purchase, sell, 
trade, mint, and hold NFTs securely and confidently. It is an ideal marketplace for NFT 
admirers to trade unique and rare digital assets. It bestows the ownership rights to the 
assets and records them in a decentralized ledger.

Market Study
According to the report of DappRadar, the NFT sales 
have accomplished a milestone of touching $2.5 billion 
within the first half of 2021, while the previous year just 
made $13.7 million worth of sales. This colossal value 
shows the mass adoption of NFTs all across the globe. 
According to nonfungible.com, the leading NFT project 
based on the volume of the sales is Cryptopunks, a 
smart contract-driven digital collectibles. The reports 
of Coinmarketcap show that the total sales of NFT 
worldwide are $7.07 billion as of September 3, 2021. 
When taking the stats of marketplaces, according to 
Dune analytics, OpenSea has recorded monthly volume 
sales of $3.3 billion, which is approx. 1 million ETH in the 
month of August. 
These are the latest market trends of NFTs that have taken 
the world by storm.  From the market research reports of 
askwonder.com, the NFT sector was segregated in the 

measure of dollar sales of NFTs. It includes metaverses 
(25%), art (24%), gaming (23%), sport (13%), collectibles 
(11%), and utility (4%). The NFT marketplaces earn their 
revenue by charging transaction and other services fees 
to the users. It is asserted that these fees range from 2.5% 
- 7.5% of sales. Accordingly, OpenSea and Rarible are the 
two leading NFT marketplaces in today’s NFT sphere. 
The same report categorizes the top buyers of NFTs 
into The One-Project Centric, The Major/Minor, or The 
Diversified. The buyers of the first kind use 100% of their 
investments in only one project. The buyers of the second 
kind use 90% of their investment to one project and 10% 
in other few projects. The buyers of the diversified group 
are the ones who will be very active in the NFT space. 
They will invest in diverse projects and do not rely on 
one project.



Jungle Book Crypto’s

Features of our NFT 
Marketplace

Our platform will be built with a robust base of 
the Binance Smart Chain network. The NFTs can 
be in the form of artworks, music, photos, videos, 
in-game assets, digital collectibles, and any other 
forms that human feels unique. Our marketplace 
stands as an ideal platform for creators to make 
them participate actively and provides a seamless 
NFT trading experience.

Captivating Storefront: Storefront is a place to 
showcase the listed NFT to potential buyers. 
We have a unique storefront that will grab the 
attention of buyers readily. 

Advanced Search: This feature enables the 
buyers to easily land on their desired kind of 
NFTs. Our advanced filter and sort option does 
that with ease. 

Effortless Listing: No complications are in-
volved in the process of listing the NFTs. The 
creators can list their NFTs effortlessly and 
prefer a fixed-price sale or auction sale. 

Wallet: A crypto wallet is crucial for any de-
centralized application, and we allow them to 
either create a new one or link their existing 
wallet to store their traded NFTs. 

User Interface: The user interface of the plat-
form is meticulously worked to make it attrac-
tive and communicative.  

Workflow of
Jungle Book Crypto’s

NFT Marketplace:
1. The profile is mandatory for both the creators 

and buyers. It can be activated by linking 

their crypto wallets. 

2. For creators, at once the profile is activated, 

they are eligible to upload the digital version 

of the work. 

3. The title, description, price, and other relevant 

information are provided for the uploaded 

content. 

4. Now, the creators can mint them to tokenize 

into NFTs. 

5. These NFTs can be listed either in an auction 

sale or fixed price sale according to their 

requirements. 

6. This is where buyers come into play.

7. If their favorite NFT is on auction sale, then 

they can place bids. The highest bid in the 

specified time will win the auction. 

8. If their favorite NFT is on a fixed price sale, 

then they have to pay the required price to 

claim it. 

9. The NFTs will be transferred to their wallets 

once their transactions are approved. 

NFT Marketplace



Perks of our NFT 
Marketplace: 

The Role of JBC Tokens in 
our NFT Marketplace 

Immutable Ownership Rights: The NFTs will 
provide the users an ownership right that cannot 
be altered or tampered with. 
Lucrative Revenues: Our platform provides an 
ideal space for recognizing creator’s masterpieces, 
and it generates incredible revenue for both the 
platform and creators. 
Instant Liquidity: The users in the platform can 
swiftly trade their NFTs, which in turn offers 
immediate liquidity. 
Governance Rights: Our JBC platform provides 
governance attributes to the users. Through these 
rights, they can provide ideas and proposals for the 
enrichment of the platform. 
Rare assets: Our marketplace will be a treat for 
NFT admirers as it will be equipped with rare and 
unique NFT assets. These assets add unique value 
to their collections. 

JBC, being the native utility token of the platform, aids 
in leveraging the concept of NFTs across the globe. The 
users can use these tokens to provide the minting fees, 
listing fees, trading fees, and other miscellaneous fees 
to either create an NFT or to purchase an NFT. In this 
way, the platform generates revenue and uses it for 
charitable and token burning purposes.  



Decentralized Exchange
 As an eminent crypto service provider, we yearn to bring the audience into the 
crypto sphere through our quality decentralized exchange services. We bestow them a 
unique opportunity to trade cryptocurrencies with world-class security, enhanced user 
interface, and sophisticated functionalities. Our non-custodial services will make the 
user handle their own private keys to manage their funds and access to a plethora of 
digital assets.



Features of

Integrated Smart Contracts: The use of smart 
contracts will automatically execute the process, 
adds high security, and makes it immutable.

On-Chain Governance: This attribute allows 
users to vote and decide on the platform’s financial 
decisions. Also, their suggestions for the betterment 
of the platform will be taken into consideration.

 

Payment Gateways: The platform is compatible 
with multiple payment methods and gives a great 
degree of payment flexibility.

 

Captivating UI/UX: The interface is designed in 
such a way so as to seize the attention of users. 

Liquidity Management: The users can easily 
manage their liquidity through our rapid execution 
of orders.

 

Digital Wallet: The user can easily link their 
wallets and store their traded assets securely. 

     Security
        Features of

JungleBook Crypto
Encryption of Data: 
An encryption algorithm converts readable data of our platform 
into an unreadable format called ciphertext. In order to decrypt 
the same data, a secret key must be used. Therefore, the highly 
confidential decryption key ensures the utmost protection of our 
user’s data and other credentials.

Two-Factor Authentication: 
This feature allows users to access their accounts safely. 
An extra layer of security indeed. With this kind of security, 
unauthorized logins (outsiders who use credentials of registered 
users) are prevented. Even after entering the right passwords, 
this extra security will ask the user to verify the identity by 
sending random codes to registered emails or mobile phones 
each time for login. 

Jail Login: 
In order to highly secure the account of our Jungle Book Crypto’s 
users, we provide them with the Jail Login feature. This feature 
locks the account temporarily upon providing wrong login 
credentials thrice continuously. The user will be blocked from 
signing into the platform. However, by contacting our support 
team, the user can verify and submit proofs to recover their 
account. 

Anti-Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS): 
A DDoS attack is a one-of-a-kind attack that is done to make our 
server, service, or infrastructure completely inaccessible. This 
attack comes with a higher number of requests from diverse 
sources on the internet at the same time. The high intensity of 
this crossfire has the potential to make our services unstable. 
To overcome this challenge, we have anti-DDoS protection, 
which works in shielding the platform from huge traffic rising 
from multiple sources. It analyses the requests in real-time and 
deviates from the incoming requests. To be precise, it separates 
the non-legitimate and legitimate requests and processes them 
accordingly to provide top-notch security to our platform. 

Server-Side Request Forgery (SSRF) Protection: 
SSRF is a type of attack from a vulnerable application in which 
our platform or API will be misled into sending a request 
to another backend service through the internet or across 
the network of our hosted server, to gather all our data and 
information. To prevent this attack, we have SSRF protection. 
It shelters the internal systems from fraudulent attacks that 
arise from other unsafe applications. Whitelisting domains in 
DNS, Avoiding sending raw responses to clients, enforcing URL 
schemas, validating inputs, and enabling authentication on all 
services are our various precautions taken to safeguard our 
platform from such malicious attacks.  



Perks of
Jungle Book Crypto 

Highly Scalable: The Binance Smart Chain network 
facilitates higher throughput for our platform.

High-Speed Transaction at Lower Price: Purchase, sell, 
trade, withdraw, and swap swiftly at a much affordable 
price.

Flawless Trading: Our advanced trading features 
and functionalities will provide a frictionless trading 
experience to the users.

User-Friendly Platform: The users will have no 
difficulty in accessing the platform, and they can 
manage very easily.

Reliable Exchange: Our trusted smart contracts and 
high-end security makes it a reliable decentralized 
exchange platform.
 
Excellent Trading Analysis: All the essential analytics 
will be denoted in the form of charts and graphs.

Jungle Book Crypto’s 
Revenue Model

The multifarious revenue sources of the 
platform include, 

Transaction Fee: We levy a minimal fee 
for every transaction that happens on the 
platform. 

Withdrawal Fee: All the withdrawal 
operations are accompanied by a tiny 
withdrawal fee. 

Listing Fee: The participants are allowed 
to list their brand-new crypto coins by 
paying a small fee. 

Miscellaneous Fee: Apart from the 
above fees, the platform may also incur fees 
from users rarely for some of the services, 
including automated algorithmic order and 
others.



The Native Utility Token
JBC is the indigenous token of the platform. It is a BEP-20 standard token 
built on the Binance Smart Chain network. One of the prime benefits of using 
this platform is to aid users with rapid transactions at affordable prices. The 
exclusive privileges of JBC token holders include, 

Staking: One of the most adored use-cases of JBC tokens is staking. The 
users can stake the tokens to earn impressive rewards. The higher return on 
investment rates makes them claim exhilarating rewards and profits.

Lending: A peer-to-peer model for lenders and borrowers. It completely 
eradicates middlemen in the process. As a platform backed by smart contracts, 
the users can easily trust the process.

Borrowing: The JBC tokens can be used as collateral for borrowing a sum of 
money to meet financial obligations. The interest rate and the collateralization 
ratio for the sum borrowed are directly related to supply, demand, and 
community governance.

Yield Farming: A similar process to staking, in which the users gain handsome 
returns with their JBC holdings. To be precise, these holdings will be lent out 
via our DeFi protocol, and this will reap fixed or variable interest periodically.

Burning Mechanism: JBC follows an impressive token burning mechanism 
in which 3% in each of the transactions will be burnt continuously until we 
reach a certain milestone. We believe that the burning mechanism will aid 
our token holders in the long term by gradually increasing the demand. Also, 
the particulars of tokens burnt will be updated regularly on our platform. The 
team also has the option of doing manual burns when we achieve certain 
milestones.

Charity: We will have a choice of 4 charities, the community will choose where 
the funds will be sent every three months based on voting. The funds will be 
distributed accordingly by the percentage of the votes.

Governance Rights: The Jungle Book Crypto offers governance attributes to 
the users. The performance and other activities of the users are monitored 
continuously, and the ideal users are provided with governance rights. These 
users can vote directly to decide the financial operations of the platform, 
including transaction fees. They can also provide suggestions for the 
betterment of the platform, and the management will implement them if the 
idea sounds great, thereby making it a community-driven platform. 



Multicurrency Wallet
Jungle Book Crypto also works on 
creating its own multicurrency wallet. A wallet is 
indispensable for any decentralized application and 
is crucial for storing the traded assets. Similar to any 
other crypto wallet, the JBC users can send, receive, 
and check the balance of their assets whenever 
required. It is highly secure and has been integrated 
to carry out BNB/JBC trading pairs. 
Our wallet would be available for both android and iOS 
users, and they can download it from their respective 
stores. By registering or linking their accounts, they 
get access to diverse currencies. One of the supreme 
advantages of the wallet is that they can easily 
exchange or swap within the application. They can 
load or unload the wallets via linked digital wallets.
Our multicurrency wallet also facilitates peer-to-peer 
and instant transfers between the users. It bestows 
the quick and smooth way for users to transfer 
crypto assets effortlessly, efficiently, and securely at 
a minimal transaction cost. 

Operations Allowed in our

Multicurrency 
Wallet

• Send Crypto Assets
• Receive Crypto Assets
• Check Account Balances
• Offer Human-Readable Addresses
• Instant Access to DeFi
• Exchange and Swap of Crypto Assets

JBC - Send, Receive, 
and Store

JBC Multicurrency 
Wallet

JBC - Stake JBC - Swap



 Send, Receive, 
and Store

StakeJBC - Stake

JBC

SwapThis feature of our multicurrency wallet facilitates 
users to send and receive crypto assets from one 
wallet to another. They can confirm and verify the 
real-time balances and settlements to figure out 
accurate costs of transactions that they make. Both 
QR and copy-paste features of the wallet addresses 
are included to bestow users an easy transfer of 
assets. For each transaction, an ID will be provided 
through which they can confirm the status of their 
transaction. Also, we personalize their crypto 
experience by offering human-readable addresses, 
in which names can be assigned to the addresses. 
These addresses are not complicated and allow 
them to be remembered easily.

This is yet another impressive wallet feature 
that permits users to stake the JBC tokens to 
earn remarkable rewards without any hassles. 
It enables them to earn interest in accordance 
with blockchain’s APY for staking at their 
convenience.

The swap feature of our multicurrency wallet 
enables users to instantly swap or exchange 
their JBC tokens. Initially, JBC tokens can be 
swapped for the BNB coins at much-reduced 
transaction fees. Simultaneously, we will 
be working on expanding the features and 
functionalities of our wallet to exchange 
other crypto assets in the near future.

JBC

JBC Tokens Stake

Staking Smart 
Contract Address

Daily Stake 
Rewards Paid to 
Smart Contracts

Unlock Stake by 
Contacting our 

Support

Auto Distribution 
of Rewards 
Periodically



BC
Basecamp

Basecamp is a Telegram that we have created especially for 
crypto admirers. We are in the process of developing basecamp 
platform within our hub. It is a sphere for these admirers to 
have discussions on the well-performing crypto projects in 
the market. We allow the owners of other tokens to come in to 
advertise their tokens or projects on our website and hub. This 
one-of-a-kind service is provided with a minimal cost of 1 BNB 
per week. Also, the users can use JBC tokens worth 1 BNB and 
avail of the 15% discount instantly. The platform is exclusively 
designed for advertising promising projects and ensures brand 
visibility all across the globe which is all integrated in JBC hub.
Apart from the regular subscription, we offer a premium 
package to make the promotions to greater heights. With this 
package, we charge a fee for placing their project or token 
banner (enlarged) at the top of all projects. We can manage up 
to 20 projects and assure the best strategies to promote them 
worldwide. The fee for this package is 2 BNB or JBC equivalent 
to 2 BNB for 2 days. 

Program

Referral Program

Charts and Tolls

Basecamp Application

Price
Staking $25 worth of JBC Tokens for a 
minimum of 30 days with option of re 

staking 

Staking $50 worth of JBC Tokens for
A minimum of 30 days with option of re 

staking
 

Staking $100 worth of JBC Tokens for a 
minimum of 30 days with option of re 

staking.
 

With a magnificent interest to make the potential projects reach great heights, we have 
included separate programs through which one could get the maximum benefit. It includes

• We provide access to the referral program 
with a fee of $25 worth of JBC tokens. 

• We provide access to the charts and tolls 
with a fee of $50 worth of JBC tokens. 

• We provide access to the entire basecamp 
application with a fee of $100 worth of JBC 
tokens. 



IDO
Launchpad
The Biggest Launchpad in the Crypto Jungle

IDO (Initial Dex Offering) platforms provide 
premier and straightforward crowdfunding 
opportunities to everyday regular investors and 
traders.  What was once designed and marketed 
to venture capitalists and big bag holders is now 
available to the entire market. 

The Jungle Book Crypto IDO launchpad ben-
efits the entire cryptocurrency market.  A plat-
form enables traders of all sizes to participate 
in fair launches where projects can receive the 
funding and support they need.  IDO offers 
better liquidity at every level, allowing immedi-
ate access to liquidity and trading.  The perfect 
solution for new projects is to launch a token 
and access immediate funds.  So what makes 
Jungle Book Crypto’s IDO the ideal launchpad?

• As a first step, the team behind 
Jungle Book Crypto will help the client 
develop a responsive website with 
the project details such as launchpad, 
token, team, etc.

Services will help provide market-proven 
strategies to improve the success rate of 
new and exciting projects. 



• Smart Contract Development
Smart contracts are algorithms that 
execute in our platform automatically, 
governing the whole ecosystem.  A smart 
contract can be best defined as a self-
executing contract with the terms of the 
agreement directly written into lines of 
code.  The code controls the execution, 
and transactions are trackable and 
irreversible. 

• Token Development
We will assist the client in developing a 
BEP-20 based token for the project. Our 
team will analyze the project and suggest 
the client with the right tokenomics that 
include token supply, price.  

• Launchpad
The launch pad allows early access of the 
IDO tokens to the investors. The launchpad 
is responsible for distributing the tokens 
and raising liquidity. The investors need to 
pre-buy the launchpad tokens to get on the 
IDO.

• KYC
• Whitelist
• Staking
• Pools
• FCFS (first come first serve)
• Calendar Events
• Notificaitons
• Help / Support 
• Admin Panel (Control for project 

owners over their token)

Additional Services



The Scope of
Jungle Book Crypto

JBC

• Our JBC tokens will be listed in PancakeSwap, Coinmarketcap, Coingecko, and other 
exchanges. 

• We will also develop our own hybrid exchange in the near future by adhering to cutting-
edge technology. 

• Our development is an all-in hub that is at its early stages. The Jbc Hub is a platform that 
everyone will have easy access to exchange, charts, nft, basecamp, games, among many 
other things. We’d like to call our JBC Hub the “Facebook of Crypto”. 



TECHNOLOGY STACK BEHIND 
JUNGLE BOOK CRYPTO
Blockchain Technology

Blockchain technology, often called distributed ledger technology, is 
one of the crucial technologies available in today’s world. The way it 
transformed the industries is immense, and the concept has proven 
itself to be a mighty disruptor in recent decades. The following are 
the benefits that one could glean when implementing blockchain 
technology in a process. 

• Enhanced Security 
• Increased Transparency
• Offers Traceability
• Eliminates the intermediaries
• Reduces the price considerably
• Improves speed of the process
• Makes the process highly efficient
• Immutability
• Individual control of data

Therefore blockchain technology is a real game-changer that 
revolutionized industries to a whole new level, and Jungle Book 
Crypto is immensely proud to be a blockchain entity that offers 
novel opportunities to the people in its ecosystem. 



Binance Smart Chain Network 

Binance Smart Chain is a one-of-a-kind blockchain network that runs parallel to the Binance 
Chain network. It concentrates on conceiving smart contracts for tokens on Binance-branded 
blockchain. It has launched its own staking mechanism through which one could become a 
validator of the network easily. Though Ethereum is one of the popular blockchain networks, 
they do have certain limitations, including network congestion, slower transaction, and higher 
transaction fees. BSC solves this single-handedly by providing ultra-fast transactions at an 
affordable price. The following are the highlights of the Binance Smart Chain network.

 
Standalone Network:  
Even if Binance Chain goes down, Binance Smart Chain does not get affected. BSC is an entirely 
independent blockchain network.

Ethereum Compatible:  
The network is built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, and dApps built on the Ethereum can be 
easily ported to the BSC without any complications.
 
Proof of Staked Authority:  
PoSA is the consensus mechanism followed by BSC, which facilitates users to have faster 
transactions comparatively. 

High Performance:  
Being a smart contract-enabled platform, BSC processes the transaction with a shorter block 
time. This tremendously increases the network’s performance. 

Self-Sovereign Network:  
It offers participants in its ecosystem with robust security measures. The data cannot be forged 
or tampered

Ethereum Compatible:  
The network is built on the Ethereum Virtual Machine, and dApps built on the Ethereum can be 
easily ported to the BSC without any complications. 

Proof of Staked Authority:  
PoSA is the consensus mechanism followed by BSC, which facilitates users to have faster 
transactions comparatively.

High Performance:  
Being a smart contract-enabled platform, BSC processes the transaction with a shorter block 
time. This tremendously increases the network’s performance. 

Self-Sovereign Network:  
It offers participants in its ecosystem with robust security measures. The data cannot be forged 
or tampered.



Tokenomics Token Details

Airdrop

Private Sale

Presale                     / Pancakeswap

Token Name JUNGLE BOOK CRYPTO

Alternative Name JBC Coin

Abbreviation if any JBC

Token Standard BEP20

Total number of coins 1 quadrillion (1000 trillion)

Airdrop to Founding Team 4% (40 T)

Development & Marketing Future 6% of initial JBC (60 T) is locked 
for 6 months 

Referral Program 5% of initial Supply (50T)

Legal  3.3% of initial supply (33T)

Token allocated for Private Sale  (3.3%)

Private Sale Target 500 BNB

Token Price for Private Sale            0.0000000087

Max cap per investor MIN .1 BNB       MAX BUY 5 BNB

Token allocated for Presale  (11.85%)

Presale Target 980 Softcap

Token Price for Presale  1 bnb = .0000000087 JBC

Max cap per investor MIN .1 BNB       MAX BUY 15 BNB

Pancakeswap  1 BNB = 47,650,000,000 JBC

Tokens for Presale 118,785,897,954,612 JBC

Tokens for Liquidity 60, 000,000,000,000 JBC



Token allocated 6.5% TOTAL TO PANCAKESWAP
4% JBC HUB

Burn  24.35   %                                                                     

Locked Tokens  32.2 %                                      

Liquidity Lock BNB is locked for 15 Months in 
PANCAKE SWAP

JBC TOKENOMICS 3% BURN

1% AUTO REFFERAL PROGRAM FROM 
TRANSCATIONS

1% CHARITY   FROM TRANSACTIONS

LP Pancake 1.5%BNB/1.5%JBC 

LP JBC HUB 1%BNB/1%JBC

Target
980 BNB

PancakeSwap Listing/JBC HUB

TAX Utilization 

Automatic Burning % 3% of transaction automatically burned
Automatic Burning Target When circulation total supply reaches a 

certain amount, automatic burning will 
stop.

Presale BNB utilization  

Pancake swap 60%                                                                  588

JBC HUB 10%                                                                    98

Product Development / Legal / 
Marketing

30%                                                             294

Target      
980 BNB



Number of Wallets 
Team Wallets Locked for 4 months
Burn Wallet 0x0000000000000000000000000000000

000000001
Development, Marketing, Operations 

Future
Locked for 6 months

Charity Wallet Locked for 3 months
Referral wallet This wallet if for the community refer-

rals. Automatic referral program imple-
mented.

Licensing and Legal Locked for 2 months
JBC hub wallet/exchange This is where the exchange is connected 

to and this is locked with third party 
provider.

At 50 trillion tokens in circulating supply 3% tax burn will stop, but manual burn will 
be available 

At 500 billion tokens in circulating supply 1% Charity will be cut in half so .5% fee 
will be charged.  At 100 billion circulationg supply, .5% will stop.

At 100 billion tokens in circulating supply, the JBC Hub liquidity fee of 2% will drop 
to 1%.   (.5 BNB, .5 JBC)

BNB Wallet for presale that collects is 
0x0D3106407a96dE95A90E2C7615199419973f1cc6

Token Distribution Fund Utilization
• Exchange Listing 
• Initial Coin Offering 
• Founders 
• Development and Marketing 
• Advisors  

• Platform & Core Product Development
• Marketing & Business Development 
• Operations 
• Exchange Listing 
• Market Research  

Anti-Whale Mechanism -  No more than 250 Billion tokens can be used in a 
single transaction.



Road Map
Phase 1 - Quarter 1

• Team Organization
• Market Research
• Company Formation
• Legal Research and Planning 
 - Australia
 - North America
 - EU
 - AE
 - Asia
• Financial Planning
 - Partnership with Australian 
Legal firm and legal team overseas.
• Advisors
• Project Development
• Project Designs
 - Promotional material
 - Website
 - JBC hub
• Social networks
• Site development
• Whitepaper
• Contract
• Tokenomics     

Phase 2 - Quarter 2

• Prelaunch
• Website Launch
• Marketing Campaigns
• JBC hub Wallet delivery
• Multi-Currency Wallet JBC swap buy/

sell integrated
• Basecamp launch
• Staking/ Farming
• Charts

• Listings
• Pancakeswap Listing
• CMC
• Coingecko
• Listing on other exchanges
• Education / onboarding
• Partnership Development
• Charities
• Licensing 

 
Phase 3 - Quarter 3

• Jungle Dapp Browser
• Nft Marketplace 
• Hybrid exchange
• Launching Jungle Swap within the HUB 

(defi exchange)
• Defi projects able to list their projects on 

JBC Hub 
• Crypto Payment Gateway
• Jungle Book Crypto store
• Listings
• Expanded Partnerships 
• Continued Marketing
• Licensing 

Phase 4 - Quarter 4

• Defi Lending/Borrowing platform 
integration in JBC HUB

• Enterprise medical blockchain 
technology integration.

• Listing on more exchanges
• Continuous advertising
• More Partnerships 
• NFT Game release



CONTACT DETAILS
Website www.junglebookcrypto.com

Email support@junglebookcrypto.com

Twitter https://twitter.com/JBC_Hub

Facebook https://www.facebook.com/JungleBookCryptoGuide

Instagram https://www.instagram.com/junglebookcrypto/

Telegram https://t.me/JungleBookCrypto


